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TO: HACLA Board of Commissioners 

FROM: Luis Yataco, Information Technology Director 

THROUGH: Douglas Guthrie, President and CEO 

DATE: October 27, 2022 

SUBJECT: Information Technology Initiatives 2022 Annual Update 

This report is intended to provide the Board of Commissioners (“BOC”) of the Housing Authority of the City of Los 
Angeles (“HACLA”) an annual progress update on Information Technology (“IT”) initiatives in line with the HACLA 
Vision Plan “Build HOPE” and to illustrate the accelerated efforts undertaken by HACLA on the path to digital 
transformation. 

HACLA’s Digital Transformation 
Build HOPE outlined a path to automation and the modernization of HACLA’s business processes. All three major 
areas, PEOPLE, PLACE and PATHWAYS, include strategies to acquire and expand the use of technology to meet 
HACLA’s mission and priorities. Due to the pandemic and new health mandates, in 2020 and in 2021, HACLA 
quickly embraced technologies to allow work from home for staff under PATHWAYS, and self-service 
technologies and greater internet access for stakeholders under PEOPLE.  In 2022, HACLA continues a path of 
digital transformation by a) embracing recently acquired technologies to modernize workflows, b) upgrading and 
renewing major components of its infrastructure for faster response times and reliability, c) and establishing 
strategic partnerships with more experienced service providers. 

PATHWAYS 
Optimize technology platforms to enhance customer service and better support program delivery 
HACLA’s technology acquisition framework calls for mobile-first and cloud-first implementations for new systems, 
and for the transition of current on-premise systems to cloud-based systems during future upgrades or contract 
renewals. This framework was leveraged when acquiring technology assets for staff to support their ability to 
work-from-home.  

Work from Home – Status: Post Go-Live <2.0> 
In 2022, telework (or work from home) has been adopted as a permanent business practice at HACLA. This requires 
a versatile network which provides consistent and reliable access to technology resources (applications, tools, 
data) when staff are working from home or from any remote location. 

Remote Access Servers 
During the pandemic, and as a temporary measure, HACLA expanded its server infrastructure by leasing and 
adding cloud-based server clusters to the limited on-premise server infrastructure to support approximately 320 
telework network connections which are established by teleworking staff on a daily basis.  This year, with the 
acquisition of multiple high-performance servers, HACLA has expanded its capability to support all telework 
sessions with a more robust on-premise infrastructure.  As a result, by the end of 2022, the leased cloud-based 
servers will be retired, and staff will connect to HACLA’s network by using the newly expanded on-premise server 
infrastructure.  
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Virtual Private Network Connectivity 
In 2022, HACLA updated its network architecture to provide users an alternative way to establish a connection to 
HACLA’s network when working from home or from a remote location.  The updates to the network included 
incorporating additional firewalls to secure virtual private network connections from devices which cannot 
establish conventional remote access connectivity to telework. This alternative method to access HACLA network 
resources will benefit key groups requiring multiple methods to connect. 

Bandwidth and Wi-Fi 
The broad use of web-conferencing has become necessary to conduct HACLA business operations on a daily basis. 
When coupling this with an increased need to reach applications only accessible via the internet since they have 
been moved away from on-premises, means HACLA’s network now requires an increased ability to transport an 
amplified amount of data traffic. As a result, HACLA has increased network speeds for all public housing sites and 
Section 8 management offices. This is the first step of a three-step plan to increase network performance and 
faster response times for staff. The other steps of the plan include network traffic prioritization and the roll out 
in-building Wi-Fi in large offices.  By the end of 2022, HACLA’s headquarters will have Wi-Fi on all floors and 
conference rooms. Wi-Fi will enable staff to move about the offices with their mobile devices (Surface Pros or cell 
phones) while directly connected to network resources. 

Business Continuity and Reliability 
Over time, infrastructure equipment such as servers become obsolete or lose the ability to run the latest and more 
resource intensive versions of necessary applications.  In 2022, HACLA has taken steps to replace and update 
obsolete equipment to ensure business continuity and reliability.  In spite of supply chain challenges limiting 
equipment availability, a number of servers as well as storage equipment were obtained. The additional 
capabilities of the new systems will address performance needs for years to come and the increasing need of 
additional storage for digital files and backups. 

Office 365 – MS Teams 
In 2022, HACLA has provided staff additional training on Microsoft productivity programs available via Microsoft’s 
Office 365. Office 365 builds upon the pc-based versions of Outlook, Excel, Word, PowerPoint and grants access 
to web-based versions of the programs as well as to additional collaboration tools such as MS Teams and 
SharePoint, all of which are powered by Microsoft’s Azure server cloud.  

Specifically, HACLA obtained direct training from Microsoft for MS Teams and multiple sessions were made 
available for staff.  MS Teams is utilized HACLA-wide for important projects which require members from different 
departments a collaboration platform for sharing project files, web conferencing and real-time chat. MS Teams 
was used this month by the project team responsible for the major update to HACLA’s enterprise resource 
planning system – ORACLE. 

Microsoft Enterprise Agreement 
HACLA is a “Microsoft shop”, meaning for over 20 years, HACLA has used Microsoft’s productivity suite as the 
enterprise standard as compared to using Google Workspace or other similar platforms. Microsoft is the standard 
for the majority of government agencies including those in the Los Angeles County.  It is anticipated that in 2023, 
as the current agreement is renewed, HACLA will upgrade the suite of products licensed from Microsoft to a higher 
level which contains network security tools and mobile device management tools. Additional tools from Microsoft 
will eliminate the need to work with an integrate with third-party tools for the administration of network assets 
and securing mobile devices. 
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From Paper to Digital Files – Status: Phase 1 complete 
Electronic Document Management 
Hyland’s OnBase is one of the most reliable applications for content management. In 2022, a major step in HACLA’s 
electronic document management strategy was accomplished by moving the S8 documents stored in a Hyland’s 
OnBase content management on-premise environment to Hyland’s OnBase cloud-based Software as a Service 
(SaaS) platform. This was a major step forward for enterprise digitization of documents. By being a tenant in 
Hyland’s global infrastructure, not only are documents stored by a more robust and redundant server 
infrastructure provided by Hyland, but HACLA will no longer need to continually execute complicated application 
upgrades. The OnBase application will be updated and upgraded by Hyland. This allows HACLA to dedicate efforts 
to expand the use of the application by users instead of spending resources just keeping the application up to 
date. 

As part of subsequent phases, a HACLA wide document indexing taxonomy is being coordinated among all 
departments and the preparation to roll out OnBase to three additional departments. HACLA is working with Nan 
McKay & Associates to develop the necessary onboarding strategy for the Finance, Human Resources and Public 
Housing departments. These departments will be incorporating OnBase into their handling of digital documents 
in 2023. 

Migration of other major systems – Status: Planning 
Greater performance, reliability and accessibility are highly critical and needed for HACLA’s S8 voucher issuance 
and management system, Emphasys’ Elite, and for HACLA’s enterprise resource planning system (“ERP”), 
ORACLE’s e-Business Suite (“EBS”). Both systems are on-premise, require a high level of resources to support and 
present a major risk to the Authority whenever there are performance or accessibility challenges.  

Emphasys’ Elite 
In past years, Emphasys’ Elite was the leading application for Section 8 programs among Housing Authorities. In 
recent months, HACLA and Emphasys have been working closely to migrate HACLA to an infrastructure where 
Emphasys can host HACLA’s Elite application. HACLA staff is testing all critical functionality provided by Elite 
including the ability to integrate with a third-party application to generate routes for inspectors.  Although, 
Emphasys does not have a web-based (SaaS) application similar to other vendors such as Yardi, Hyland, Microsoft 
or ORACLE, they will provide direct hosting services and administration of HACLA’s Elite environments once these 
are hosted in servers Emphasys can directly oversee.  HACLA anticipates enhanced performance and accessibility 
as a result of Emphasys direct management of HACLA’s Elite environments.  

ORACLE’s e-Business Suite 
ORACLE is a leading provider of a suite of applications broadly used by government agencies to run Supply Chain 
Management, Human Capital Management, Core Financials and Performance Management.  In 2022, HACLA has 
worked with multiple ORACLE partners to discuss options and best practices applicable to a successful ERP 
migration from on-premise to the cloud.  Identifying the measurable goals and outcomes to be performed by a 
system integrator during the migration of the ERP will require HACLA to work with an independent consulting firm 
to select HACLA specific targets. Although greater performance and functionality by the ORACLE SaaS application 
is anticipated, there are opportunities to reevaluate current business practices and workflows in the areas covered 
by the ERP such as procurement, human resources, and financials. The objectives of the project will also include 
onboarding additional ORACLE applications for budgeting and business intelligence. 
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In the short term, HACLA is partnering with a reputable ORACLE support provider to administer the on-premise 
environment during the scheduled patching activities for year-end Financials.  

Information Technology Support Partnerships – Status: Transition 
New IT Services Provider - BCT 
In 2022, as a result of a competitive procurement process, HACLA selected Bahwan Cybertek (BCT) as its new IT 
Services Provider. The transition of IT support services is underway from the incumbent of six years. The new more 
experienced service provider will be bringing a larger support team to HACLA and will leverage global resources 
to address HACLA’s technical support needs. This partner will expand the oversight over all major support areas 
such as PCs, network, applications, projects, security, etc. This will ensure HACLA with faster response time for 
issues, issue prevention protocols and broad IT project support services. For more information, please see 
Attachment 3 – BCT Information. 

The transition of support services is scheduled to conclude in October.  During the last three months, BCT has met 
with HACLA stakeholders and the incumbent to conduct knowledge transfer sessions in the areas of helpdesk 
support, desktop support, application support, web development, network support, server support, 
telecommunications support, security, project management and cross functional services. In the last few weeks, 
both providers have collaborated to ensure that BCT have all the necessary data, information, and configurations 
of all major components of HACLA’s infrastructure. 

New Multi-Function Device Fleet - Ricoh 
During the last 10 years, HACLA has partnered with Xerox for printing equipment widely used in all HACLA offices. 
However, in 2022, HACLA established a partnership with a different service provider in response to service delivery 
degradation and equipment quality concerns plaguing the current devices.  Ricoh, a leader in digital business 
services and printing solutions, will provide HACLA a new fleet of approximately 80 high capacity printers and 
scanners to replace all multi-functional devices at all HACLA’s offices including housing sites, section 8 offices and 
asset management offices. Ricoh will provide enhanced technical services to our staff with faster response times. 

ORACLE Application and Database Administration – Sierra - Cedar 
As previously mentioned, HACLA has established a partnership with an experienced ORACLE support services 
provider. For over 25 years, Sierra – Cedar has assisted government clients with the modernization needs of their 
ORACLE environments. As a new service provider, they will work closely with HACLA to support all ORACLE related 
patching efforts including addressing the quick resolution of any requests. 

PEOPLE 
Develop and implement strategies to engage hard to reach residents 
During the past two years, the City of Los Angeles has promoted contact less technologies to enable Angelenos to 
receive access to necessary government resources.  HACLA has followed in a similar fashion as other agencies with 
providing to the public web portals, kiosks and contact center services.  

Web-Based Self-Service S8 Applicant Portal, Website and Kiosks – Status: Go-Live 
S8 Applicant Portal 
HACLA has partnered with CVR Associates to launch https://hacla.hcvlist.org/ as the application portal for families 
to apply to be in the Section 8 program.  It is anticipated that over 100,000 families will apply with the majority 
using web-enabled mobile devices such as cell phones. 
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Website 
In 2021, HACLA successfully launched its new website. During 2Q in 2022, HACLA has seen an increase in page 
views by 13% and the length of visits to the website has increased by 20%. This is due to an improvement in search 
engines such as Google when directing viewers to HACLA when listing results for public housing assistance where 
HACLA now ranks in the #1 position. The content of the website is also continually updated for relevance, and this 
leads to more relevant information which yields longer visits.  

Kiosks and Lobby Check ins 
As an extension to the online portals, thirty-four (34) kiosks have been placed at our commercial and management 
offices in anticipation of walk-up traffic from clients and residents that do not have access or devices at home. The 
kiosks include expanded capabilities which include a multi-page document scanner and a visitor “Lobby check-in” 
program. The scanners facilitate the upload of important documents for Asset Management and Housing Services 
residents as well as S8 clients. The check-in program assists visitors to log their arrival and expedite their visit.  As 
part of the process, staff use the check-in program to call visitors to service windows for assistance. 

Since September 6th, 2022, HACLA has received over 1,780 walk in visits with the majority of visits being for 
inquiries related to the Section 8 department (approx. 80%). HACLA is assessing and monitoring the use of kiosks 
as well as frequency of lobby visits to understand traffic flows and align customer service efforts to improve 
communication and the expedited resolution of requests from stakeholders. 

Contact Center – Status: Post Go-Live 
The disruption to traditional brick-and-mortar walk-in services has led to an increase in the need for an expansion 
of the use of the contact center technologies and online web portals. In 2020, HACLA started using a cloud-based 
platform subscribed from Verizon/inContact for all its call center groups. Doing this before the pandemic has 
played a critical role in handling higher call volumes and providing staff the flexibility to work from home as contact 
center agents with the use of a cellphone. As planned, in March of 2021, all call center groups were merged into 
a single central customer contact center (“CCC”) unit. Callers are now able to get direct access to assistance by 
calling a single number 1 (833) HACLA 4U. 

From September 2021, HACLA 4U received 360,313 calls.  HACLA’s Customer Contact Center (CCC) has produced 
an annual report included in the following Attachments: 

• Attachment 1a - Contact Center Annual Report
• Attachment 1b - Contact Center Metrics from October 1, 2021, to September 30, 2022.
• Attachment 1c - Survey Results from May 3, 2022, to September 30, 2022

Vision Plan – IT Initiatives 
In addition to the items stated above, a significant number of initiatives were added in 2022 and many of those 
will continue into 2023. Please see Attachment 2 – (Information Technology Summary of Key Actions and October 
2022 Update). 
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Attachment 1a – Contact Center 12-month Report 

CONTACT CENTER – Status:   10/1/21 to 9/30/22 
The centralized Customer Contact Center (CCC) went live on March 4, 2021, and is still in its early development. 
The report issued on October 28, 2021, provided data for the initial 6-month period. Since then, HACLA has been 
tracking vital metrics and the callers’ customer experience to continue building the system.  HACLA continues 
to measure feedback and performance on a regular basis to create a cycle of technology improvement and 
responsiveness to changing needs.  During this period, the agency monitored call and e-mail volume, 
implemented feedback surveys, conducted outbound call campaigns, and determined needed technology 
additions.   

1. Call Volume
During this reporting period, the Contact Center received 360,313 incoming calls of which 210,886 (58.53%)
were handled. The remaining calls 149,427 (41.47%) were abandoned by the caller before HACLA staff
connected.

A. Handled Calls – of the 210,886 handled calls, 43,700 (20.72%), were taken as a “Live” call, and 167,186
(78.81%) as a requested Call Back.  Of the 167,186, Call Backs, there were 40,428 (24.18%) calls that were
unresolved.  The average call time is 6.79 minutes and Call Backs are made on the next business day.

Unresolved Call Backs:  Call Backs that the CSR’s (Customer Support Representatives) addressed but the caller 
did not pick-up or does not have their voicemail box set-up, so staff were unable to leave a message. It also 
includes calls that were returned by a CSR and the caller did not pick-up, but staff left a voicemail message.  

B. Abandoned Calls are calls that are ended by the caller before any conversation occurs and it is often due to
long waits in the queue.  Callers can also hang-up by receiving information from the call flow interaction or
choose to utilize on-line resources or recommended portals (alternative communication methods offered by
the call flow).

The average abandon rate at most contact centers is 5% to 8% but a “good” rate varies from one business sector 
to another.  The HACLA Contact Center is unique and not comparable to typical contact centers. HACLA’s Contact 
Center only operates Monday – Friday from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.; and serves a disadvantaged clientele requiring 
more time to explain policy and actions to be taken.  Thus, longer call duration.  The average wait time in the 
queue before the caller hangs-up is 21.73 minutes.  

Goals and Strategies:  To improve the handled calls, the Contact Center will increase the number of live calls 
taken.  By increasing the live calls, the Call Backs, unresolved Call Backs and abandoned calls will decrease. 
HACLA’s 2023 goal is reduce the abandon rate to below 30%, assuming the team is fully staff with the 34-
budgeted positions.  Staffing has been a challenge throughout the agency and all departments have had 
instability due to the pandemic in recruiting and maintaining staff. The CCC averaged 15 CSR’s monthly and 
experienced a 45% staff turnover.  HACLA will begin providing performance metrics through the quarterly Vision 
Plan updates and will report on call activity and quality of service.   

Below is the distribution of calls handled at the CCC by department and program, including the general public 
(Other).  For more detail, see Attachment 1b:  Contact Center Metrics from October 1, 2021, to September 30, 
2022. 



2. Surveys
A tool was needed to understand the quality of service to assist in improving skill sets and the CCC infrastructure 
to support a customer-focused organization.  HACLA successfully implemented Echo Survey, which is Verizon’s 
satisfaction tool.  This feature went live on May 3, 2022, launching 2-surveys to the callers to measure the 
satisfaction of the Customer Support Representatives (CSR) and the Agency as a whole.    Surveys have been 
completed by Section 8 Participants, Section 8 Applicants, Section 8 Landlords, Public Housing Residents, Public 
Housing Applicants or the General Public.

Goal and Strategy:  According to industry standards, a return rate of 5% to 49% is good and 50% to 100% is 
excellent.  The overall completion rate of both surveys is averaging 2.6%. Feedback has been positive.  The goal 
is to reach a 5% response in 2023.  The system will now have a closing script to remind callers to stay on the line 
to complete the survey.   

For more detail on the surveys, see Attachment 1c: Survey Results from May 3, 2022 to September 30, 2022. 

3. Other Feedback on Quality of Service
HACLA received additional feedback directly from clients. The following comments are examples of unsolicited 
feedback regarding Contact Center experiences.

A. Section 8 Participants:
• “I just wanted to say a big thank you to your employee.  She is exceptional.  She knew I was stressing

about not passing inspection.  Not only did she help with my stress but helped me with the inspection.
I commend her on her people skills.”

• “She was very helpful.  She was very understanding.  She had great customer service.”

B. Section 8 Owners:
• “Not only did she answer our questions, but she went the extra mile in extending future help and

information on helping our tenant and understanding our plight as a landlord…She was a welcomed

Section 8 
Calls (w/o 

EHV)
43%

EHV
5%

Housing 
Services

19%

Other
33%

Calls Handled 



relief to talk to someone with professionalism and respect.  Thank you for great customer service today 
and answering the phone at 3:45 pm.” 

• “It is not often that I have cause to write a complimentary message on behalf of a customer service
representative at HACLA…Today was very different.  The CSR was very cordial, thorough in her answers
and went above and beyond to provide good customer service and make me feel valued as an Owner.”

C. Internal Staff:
• “Thank you for providing excellent service to the landlord.  Keep up the great work!”
• “Excellent job and notes by the CSR.”

4. Other CCC Functions

A. Outbound Campaign Calls

The CCC runs campaigns to assist in the increase of the Section 8 and Public Housing timely completion of annual 
recertifications as well as increase the submission of the Public Housing applicant packets.  These are scheduled 
calls made monthly by the CCC to participants, residents, and applicants as reminders to submit their required 
documents to remain eligible for assistance or to obtain assistance.  The Contact Center reached 86% of the S8 
Participants with January 2022 – December 2022 due Annual Reexaminations and 92% for Housing Services. 
From October 2021 to September 2022, the Contact Center called a total of 1,289 Applicants from the Public 
Housing wait list and were able to reach 92% of the applicants. 

In April 2022, the CCC assisted with the Build Hope Incorporated Scholarship (BHI) by reaching out to 7,285 
eligible Section 8 participants and 1,475 Public Housing residents informing them of the scholarship opportunity. 
93% of the households were reached. 

Goal and Strategy: To continue building and expanding telephone campaigns for Section 8 and Public Housing 
with reminders to increase program compliance and meet HUD obligations.  Explore campaigns that will address 
Inspections, Rent Payment Collections, Owner Incentive Programs or other aspects of our housing programs.  

B. Info@hacla.org

The CCC addresses the agency’s general e-mail box, Info@hacla.org.  During October 2021 thru September 2022, 
27,688 e-mails were received.  The e-mail box is an alternative communication method to reach HACLA.  The 
CCC is currently utilizing Outlook 365 and metrics on the e-mails is a challenge because it does not have a 
tracking tool.   

Goals and Strategies:  The 2023 goal is to respond to emails within 2-business days.  This goal can be met by 
maintaining a fully-staff Contact Center. HACLA will also implement Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 
software, which among multiple functionalities will provide a reporting tool for tracking emails and a place to 
document customer needs, without accessing the housing systems.     
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Attachment 1b -  Contact Center Metrics from October 1, 2021 to September 30, 2022. 
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Abatements 0.27% 273 
Application Inquiry 3.04% 3,103 
Application Updates 6.24% 6,382 
Complaints 0.86% 880 
EHV 4.71% 4,818 
Informal Hearings 0.38% 388 
Inspections 16.15% 16,505 
Landlords 6.76% 6,906 
My Housing Portal 2.09% 2,138 
Participants 56.20% 57,440 
Portability 3.31% 3,379 

Totals 102,212 
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Application Inquiry 13.86% 5,636 
Application Update 12.97% 5,274 
Complaints 0.26% 107 
Informal Hearing 0.23% 93 
Unit Offers 0.59% 238 
Referred to Site 0.61% 247 
Rent Café 0.38% 153 
Work Orders 67% 27,249 
Work Order Follow-Up 4.11% 1,672 

Totals 40,669 
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Call for Another Agency 
15.02% 4,143 
Follow-Ups 15.02% 4,142 
Housing Inquiries (Homeless) 
66.90% 18,450 
System Down 0.23% 64 
Other Departments 1.89% 522 
Duplicates 0.93% 256 

Totals 27,577 
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Unable to Leave Voicemail 
5,549 

Left Voicemail 34,879 

Totals 40,428 
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 Live 43,700 
Call Backs  167,186 
Abandoned 149,427 

Totals 360,313 
Average Monthly Calls 30,026 

Average CSR's Per Month: 15 
Average Call Duration (min): 6.79 
Average Abandon Time (min) 21.73 



Attachment 1c -  Survey Results from May 3, 2022 to September 30, 2022 
 
CSR Survey              Agency Survey 
Launched 89, 221 surveys     Launched 56,836 surveys 
Total returned:  2,326 (2.61%)     Total returned:  1,506 (2.65%) 
 
MEASURES       MEASURES  

Courtesy and Professionalism                                   CCC Satisfaction 
CSR Knowledge             Communication Ease  
Resolution of Inquiry             Meeting Service Expectations 
Overall Experience with CSR                                      Overall Experience with HACLA 

         
Questions:  Using a scale of 1 to 5, where 5 is strongly Agree      Questions: Using 1 to 5, where 5 is strongly Agree   

1.  How satisfied are you with our Representative’s  1.  How satisfied are you with the service received at 
        courtesy and professionalism?          the Customer Contact Center?   

2.  How satisfied are you with our Representative’s  2.  How satisfied are you with the ease, communicating  
level of knowledge to answer your inquiry?        with the Housing Authority? 

3.  Did our Representative completely resolve your  3.  How satisfied are you with the Housing Authority  
inquiry?            meeting your expectations of service? 

4.  Overall, how satisfied are you with the way our  4.  How much do you agree with the statement: “I feel  
Representative handled your call?       comfortable contacting the Housing Authority with 

             questions or concerns.” 
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PEOPLE
Investment Area

Resident and Participant 
Leadership 

Work to Date and Planned Activity Pre 2020 2020 Update 2021 Update 2022 Highlights

Strategy 2 Develop and implement strategies to engage hard-to-reach residents
Action 2.3 Assess existing communication tools 

     
S8: Waitlist, Applicant/Recertification Portal Completed 2Q, 2017
AM: RENTCafé Portal Completed 2Q, 2016 2046 families registered

 Evaluate Portal for online applications 
Affordable Hsg  & Market Rate 

Completed 4Q, 2019

 Implement Online applications (Market Rate) Completed
 Evaluate Online Certifications portal (waitlist, 
move-in and annual recertifications)

Completed

 Evaluate YARDI Commercial Café Portal Completed
 Implement YARDI Commercial Café Portal Completed

 Implement Online Certifications Portal (50059) Completed

HS: Walk-in Payment System (WIPS) Completed 2Q, 2015 37% of payment made are via WIPs 34% of payment made are via WIPs

  Automated Clearing House (ACH) Completed 2Q, 2013 20% payments made via ACH 28% payments made via ACH

  Applicant Portal Completed 1Q, 2018 Over 70% of respondents to Wait List 
update did so via the on-line portal

  Waitlist Application Portal Completed 1Q, 2018

  RENTCafé for PHA residents Completed: 3Q, 2018 Less than 5% WOs submitted via Portal

After Call Survey/ECHO (CARES Funded) In progress Completed
Kiosks for lobbies [CARES Funded]: 
S8 (13), AM (5) & HS (16)

To be Acquired 4Q, 2020 Deployment: HS: Q4, 2020; S8: 1Q, 2021 Completed

Investment Area Public Safety Work to Date and Planned Activity Pre 2020 2020 Update 2021 Update 2022 Highlights

Strategy 2 Improve security monitoring at all HACLA sites
Action 15.3 Install safety cameras as well as more 

and better lighting.
HS: Nickerson Gardens
     Imperial Courts, Ramona Gardens, Avalon 
Gardens, Gonzaque Village, Pueblo Del Rio, Pico 
Gardens, Estrada Courts, Mar Vista Gardens, 
William Mead, San Fernando, Racho San Pedro

Completed 3Q, 2018
Completed 1Q, 2019

Additional Lighting:  In 2021, Pico 
Gardens, Pueblo del Rio and Gonzaque 
Village maintenance yard areas. 
Q2 2022 at Avalon, Pueblo del Rio, 
Imperial, Mar Vista, Gonzaque, Ramona, 
Nickerson, Estrada and Imperial.  
Additional Cameras:  Pueblo del Rio, 
Nickerson, Estrada, Mar Vista and Imperial 
by 4Q 2021/1Q 2022.

In progress - delayed due to supply chain 
challenges

Expansion to S8 South (21), S8 Valley (16) and HQ 
(added 5)

Completed 2Q, 2020

Timeline

Attachment 2, Page 1 of 4
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PLACE
Investment Area Management Excellence Work to Date and Planned Activity Pre 2020 2020 Update 2021 Update 2022 Highlights

Strategy 9 Manage capital resources and reserves to sustain useful life of existing and new units in HACLA's portfolio
Action 9.2 AM: "Yardi Maintenance Mobile"

         Additional staff training
Completed 1Q, 2017
Completed 2Q, 2019

Evaluate YARDI Facility 
Manager/Elevate/YARDIOne Completed

Implement Facility 
Manager/Elevate/YARDIOne To Be Completed, 4Q 2020 Restarted, 4Q 2021

Evaluate YARDI Commercial 
Module/Commercial Café Completed

Implement Commercial 
Module/Commercial Café Completed

Implement Commercial Café (HACLA Staff 
Work Orders) To Be Completed, 4Q 2020 Completed

HS: "Yardi Maintenance Mobile"
         Additional staff training

Completed 2Q, 2018
Completed 1Q, 2019

Used primarily for move-in, move-out and 
needed housekeeping inspections. 

Action 9.4 Expand technologies to communicate 
with private market landlords and 
property managers of Section 8 
properties to share program 
information; improve tenant-landlord 
relations; offer tips & training.

S8: Partner Portal
       Housing Quality Standards mobile application
       Interface review for expanded functionality

Completed 2011
Completed 3Q, 2017

Target Q2, 2019 Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing

Continue to evolve use of technology 
to manage requests for 
maintenance/repairs, deployment of 
personnel, view alerts and outages 
related to specific developments, 
view scheduled inspections & 
evaluate cost/time

Timeline
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PATHWAYS
Investment Area Organizational Efficiency Work to Date and Planned Activity Pre 2020 2020 Update 2021 Update 2022 Highlights

Strategy 5 Optimize technology platforms to enhance customer service and better support program delivery
Action 5.1 Develop a technology roadmap and 

framework to guide the development 
and implementation of information 
technology solutions

Industry and Market Research
Guiding Principles for IT Solutions

Completed 1Q, 2018
Completed 3Q, 2019

Multiple enterprise systems will be moved 
from on-premise to the cloud

Action 5.2 Conduct evaluation of current 
Emphasis Elite and Yardi Voyager 
systems to improve system alignment 
and integration.

Vendor assessment of current capacity and future 
development roadmap
S8: Extend contract with Emphasys
S8 & HS: Single-platform evaluation

Completed 2Q, 2018

Completed 1Q 2019
Completed 2Q, 2019

Renegotiate Contract with Yardi Target 4Q, 2020 Completed
Assessment of manual paper-based workflows
Business Process Reviews by Yardi and Emphasys
Voyager Platform upgrade for Jobs Plus Initiative

Completed 1Q, 2018
Completed 4Q, 2018

Completed 3Q, 2019
AM: Procure2Pay (Payscan) Completed 2Q, 2020 Completed

VendorCafe Target 1Q, 2021 on stand-by
YARDI Screening Completed 3Q, 2020 Completed

Evaluation of Electronic Document Management 
opportunities expanded for [CARES Funded] Completed 2Q, 2020

Implementation of EDMS for multiple 
Departments Framework 4Q, 2020 S8 target 4Q, 2021 In progress

Bulk Scanning: Digitization of current documents 
[CARES Funded]

Scope in 4Q, 2020 Started 4Q, 2021 Ongoing

Telework Equipment: [CARES Funded]
a) replace PCs with mobile devices
b) tablet personal computers for over 500 
employees for remote access
c) accessories for home office stations

To be completed 4Q, 2020 Completed

Web Conferencing technologies Completed
Office 365 Migration In-progress Phase 2 in progress Phase 2 in progress
Contract Signing To be completed 4Q, 2020 Completed

Timeline

Action 5.3 Identify and evaluate current HACLA 
processes across business lines for 
"automation gaps" and systems 
bottlenecks to expand usefulness of 
technology to handle current manual 
processes and increase productivity 
(e.g. automated procurement, HR and 
payment approvals, cloud based data 
systems, etc.)

NEW Action Mobile First Initiatives for business 
continuity and to support work-from-
home
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PATHWAYS
Investment Area Organizational Efficiency Work to Date and Planned Activity Pre 2020 2020 Update 2021 Update 2022 Highlights

Online Re-Certification demonstrations
Pilot testing of system capabilities

Completed 2Q, 2018
Completed 4Q, 20019

HS: Online Initial Eligibility Determination, Annual 
and Interim certifications - Voyager Compliance 
Exchange

Pilot 4Q, 2020 Set up and testing is finalizing and 
anticipate to go live with pilot at one site 
during last quarter of 2021. Expected for 
all sites on Q1 2022.

In progress

S8: Annual and Interim certifications - Elite 
Streamline

Target 4Q, 2020
MyHousing pilot by S8 West

Expand in 2021,
S8 West: 8248 participant families
S8 East: 3741 participant families where 
annual reexaminations effective 8/2021 - 
12/2021

In progress

S8: Virtual Contact Center pilot
       - Inspections, Support Services
       - Valley, South, Administration
New Phone System procurement

Completed 2Q, 2017
Completed 1Q, 2018
Completed 3Q, 2019

New Phone System Implementation and 
expansion

Target 2Q, 2020 PH Sites, Completed
Commercial Sites to be 
completed in 4Q, 2020

Cell Phone alternative [CARES Funded] 4Q, 2021 Completed
eFax [CARES Funded] To be completed 4Q, 2020 Ongoing Ongoing
Virtual Contact Center (Phase 1) - platform 
replacement

Completed

Virtual Contact Center (Phase 2) - outbound 
campaigns, agent addressbook and callback

To be completed 4Q, 2020 Completed

Virtual Agent (CARES Funded) Customer 
Relationship Management System (CRM)

In progress
This nitiative has been modified instead to 
implement a CRM integrated with the 
Virtual Contact Center Platform

Knowledge Assist (CARES Funded) In progress In progress
Action 5.6 Data Sets identified

Compilation of Dashboards
Completed 3Q, 2018
Target 4Q, 2019

Ongoing Ongoing Ongoing

New Website:
Redesign of web pages and implementation of 
new content management system [CARES 
Funded]

Scope in 4Q, 2020 Implementation 4Q, 2021 Completed

Timeline

Action 5.5 Identify and evaluate opportunities to 
manage high call volumes through 
smart routing and interactive self-
service technologies

Identify and evaluate opportunities 
for improved interaction, 
transparency and access to data with 
stakeholders via internet portals, 
mobile applications, and other tools

Action 5.4 Identify and evaluate opportunities to 
manage and reduce walk-in traffic by 
digitizing manual, paper-intensive 
interactive business processes
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Global offices

USA  | UAE  | Oman  | Saudi Arabia |  Qatar  | India  |  Taiwan  | Singapore  | Malaysia  | Brunei

Verticals

‒ BFSI

‒ Retail

‒ Energy

‒ Oil & Gas

‒ Manufacturing

‒ Transportation

‒ Pharma 

‒ Healthcare

‒ Lifesciences

Bahwan CyberTek (BCT)

Driving Digital Transformation.

Bahwan CyberTek (BCT) is a global provider of digital transformation solutions in the areas of 

Predictive Analytics, Digital Experience and Digital Supply Chain Management. Driving innovation 

through outcome-based business models, proven and powerful IP solutions, BCT is a trusted 

partner for over 1000+ customers, including Fortune 500 companies. 

Established in 1999, BCT has over 4000+ associates with technical and domain expertise across the 

Oil & Gas, Telecom, Power, Government, Banking, Retail and SCM / Logistics verticals. We have 

delivered solutions in 20 countries across North America, the Middle East, Far East, Africa and Asia.

With a focus on joint innovation, BCT has partnered with leading global technology organizations 

such as Oracle, IBM and TIBCO to deliver differentiated value to customers. BCT is recognized at 

CMMi level 5 and is an ISO certified organization.

BCT at a 

glance

Key customers

© Bahwan CyberTek | Page 1 of 2

IP 

Products

Digital and Enterprise 

Services

Partner 

Products

Joint Venture 

Offerings

Our 

Businesses
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Digital Experience Management

Real-time Case Management

Digital supply chain management

Fuel Station Automation with 

Logistics & Transportation

AI-powered Predictive Analytics

Risk Management

E&P Data Management

Integrated Supplier Management

Accelerating Digital Transformation 

through IP Products

Products designed to meet industry-

specific requirements.

We combine outcome-based business 

models, cognitive solutions and growth 

accelerators to help our customers to 

achieve high levels of efficiency and 

performance. 

Building Connected Enterprises 

through Future-Fit Solutions

Composite, SaaS-based and cloud-

enabled enterprise and digital services 

support robust, secure and agile digital 

transformation.

Our fit-for-future framework enables 

organizations to get the speed-to-market 

advantage, create rich customer 

experiences and stay relevant to the 

changing times.

Digital Transformation 

Consulting 

Cloud  Services

Integration &  API 

Management

Data Management & 

Virtualization

Data Science & Analytics 

IOT Strategy & Enablement

Infrastructure Managed 

Services

Middleware & Integration

Application Development 

& Maintenance

Enterprise Applications 

EAM, ERP, CRM

Testing & Security

Learning Services

Connected Innovation

Partnering for growth and 

innovation

Joint Ventures 

Companies

BCT and Afkar Ventures 

Digital Transformation for 

Oil & Gas

BCT and DHL 

Fourth-party logistics 

(4PL) Solutions

BCT & Telekom Brunei 

Digital Transformation 

solutions

© Bahwan CyberTek | Page 2 of 2 www.bahwancybertek.com

We enable transformation for businesses 

through our unique combination of intellectual property 

and innovative business models
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